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INTRODUCTION
The University of Houston is a large, public research university with more than 40,000 students enrolled annually. At the time of project initiation, the UH Libraries Information Literacy (IL) Instruction program consisted primarily of one-shot instruction sessions at faculty request.
In order to more strategically embed IL instruction into the undergraduate curriculum, we sought to investigate how IL was required across the curriculum. Texas state law mandates all undergraduate course syllabi be publicly accessible, and UH has a syllabus database, enabling easy
access to course syllabi.
Project: A small team of librarians reviewed all undergraduate syllabi from a two-year period in order to benchmark the IL needs of our undergraduate students.

DATA ANALYSIS

METHODS
1

2

Download syllabi from every section of every course offered Spring 2012 – Fall 2013; store by
department
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Examine Excel spreadsheets for patterns
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Create visualizations for departments: identify sequenced opportunities within degree
plans & departmental or college-level visualizations

Identify list of IL skills against which to review course syllabi

Basic Searching
• Keywords
• Basic, transferable search strategy
Advanced Searching
• Discipline specific search terminology
• Advanced search strategy & disciplinary tools
Basic Information Sources
• Differentiate between source types
• Differentiate between source and search tool

ECE prerequisite target tracks
ENGL
1303

Evaluating Sources
• Explain the purpose of evaluation
• Apply evaluation criteria

ENGL
1304
ECE
3155

Organizing and Citing Info
• Ethical use of information sources
• Consistent use of appropriate citation style

ECE
1100

ENGI
2304
ECE
3457

ECE
4335
ECE
4113

ECE
4119

ECE
2100

ECE
2300

ECE
5113

ECE
2319 &
3337

ECE
5114
ECE
5119

Advance Information Sources
• Select appropriate disciplinary search tools
• Using primary sources
Research Methods
• Define & engage in literature reviews
• Use disciplinary standards and research methods
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Create a review workflow: standardized Excel worksheets to store data by department & a
flow chart to facilitate data review & check with Subject Librarians

IL Required

IL Not Required

ECE
4371

Core with IL Required

FINDINGS

•
•
•

Most departments require at least some IL skills within disciplinary requirements to graduate
Many departments do not require IL courses in sequence, making strategic IL instruction challenging
When collaborating with faculty to provide IL instruction, in very few cases were we meeting the needs indicated by syllabus review and in some cases our efforts were
directed towards low-impact opportunities at the neglect of more strategic opportunities

APPLICATIONS
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Review Library IL instruction stats against the same IL skills list to map skills taught
for specific classes
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NEXT STEPS

• Training subject librarians to use data to initiate
conversations with faculty & departments
• Sustainability plan for ongoing data collection & analysis
• Programmatic efforts based on priority targets

